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Abstract. The “Advanced Acoustic Emission (AE) for On-Stream Inspection of 
Petrochemical Plants” project is a PERF (Petroleum Environmental Research 
Forum) sponsored initiative.  The objective of the project is to develop field-usable, 
cost-effective, AE technology for on-stream inspection of Petroleum industry 
vessels and pipelines, in lieu of internal inspection.  To achieve this objective, much 
work has been focused in four key areas, including: 
Development of more accurate AE source location algorithms, Improvement of 
source discrimination capability to separate noise from defects, Application of 
quantitative AE-fracture mechanics correlations with Fitness-For-Service (FFS) 
assessment, Integration of the above developments into a high-speed, cost effective 
AE system with user-friendly operator software, coupled with testing guidelines, 
procedures and an inspector qualification program.   
The developmental work is now complete and is being used and evaluated in the 
field, on petroleum industry vessels.   
Many new and unique capabilities have been implemented to assist the operator in 
the pre-test AE test planning, data acquisition, and post-test automated AE data 
analysis process.  Included in the pre-test planning, for example, is the capability to 
predict the AE response in terms of the (moment tensor based) source types (e.g., 
embedded cracks, objects hitting the vessel surface, etc.)  Also included are 
calculations to determine the velocity of dominant wave modes traveling in the 
vessel, which take into account vessel parameters (material & thickness), vessel 
contents, frequency, wave propagation strength and attenuation due to fluid loading. 
Advanced and automated source determination techniques using Time-Frequency 
analysis (via Spectrogram) have been integrated into the automated source 
discrimination capability, to separate (classify) various types of defect sources from 
noise.  In addition, API 579, fitness for service (FFS) assessment of “crack-like 
flaws” has been incorporated into the AE software to provide an instant level II 
analysis to help prioritize defect indications for follow-up inspection.  The end result 
is a graphical (and tabular) output showing the locations of defects, prioritized by 
their FFS result, indicating the health of the vessel.  
This paper will review the resulting achievements using examples of data from AE 
testing of vessels. 

Introduction  

The overall objective of this project is to deliver reliable AE methods for global, on-stream 
inspection of pressure vessels in lieu of internal inspection.  Nine companies, including 7 
oil companies and 2 AE field test companies joined together in this PERF sponsored 
initiative.  The developmental work has included investigating and implementing new and 
improved AE waveform-based signal processing techniques for source location, source 
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determination and classification (to separate defects from noise), correlation of AE to 
severity (crack prediction) and ultimately, fitness-for-service assessment.    
 
Much theoretical, laboratory and field test work has been conducted to improve the 
knowledge and tools necessary to achieve the objectives of this project.  These include: 
 

• Developing advanced 3-dimensional dispersion curves (wavemode analysis) that take 
into account, not only the materials associated with the vessel construction, but also 
vessel source type, orientation and depth in the material [8]. An example of 
calculated 3-D dispersion curves is shown in figure 1 where the 3rd dimension (the 
colors) represents the effect of wave energy loss from the vessel material to the 
surrounding fluid.  

   
• Velocity determination (necessary for accurate source location) calculations based on 

user selected frequency ranges (i.e a bandpass filter) from the dispersion curves 
(figure 2), showing the major wavemode propagation velocity.  

Figure 1.  Example of 3-dimensional dispersion curve 

Figure 2.  Velocity Projection 
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• Source waveform prediction [9] at the sensor face and sensor output, taking into 
account source distance, source height, source moment tensor (which corresponds to 
source type), wave modes, fluid loading, and the sensor transfer function (figure 3). 

• Finite element analysis of pressure vessels taking into account the vessel construction 

(including size, mounting, nozzles and welds)and its material properties (including 
strength parameters, physical constants, fracture toughness and material data for 
crack growth calculations), in order to carry out stress predictions and ultimately 
fitness for service determination [6], 

• Level II, Fitness for Service (FFS) analysis calculations within API-579 guidelines as 
a pre-inspection tool to aid in determining the minimum detectable defect size and to 
adjust the system in terms of sensor spacing and test pressure to detect defects of 
interest before the AE test (figure 4).   

Figure 3.   Waveform prediction at sensor output for a 50 mm thick steel  material 
with surface defect 20 inches from sensor. 

Figure 4.  Minimum Detectable Crack 
Size map. 
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• Laboratory characterization of petroleum industry steels, to develop an understanding 
of AE activities due to fatigue cracking and environmentally induced cracking, 
specifically to determine the load level at which detectable AE signals appear with a 
given level of damage as well as determine the relationship of the AE signal to crack 
size and crack type determination [5]. 

• Calculations to assess crack size from the AE data. 
• Level II, FFS analysis during and after the AE test to evaluate the vessel’s fitness for 

service as well as safety of the welded structure [6], [7], using the Acoustic Emission 
response, source location of AE signal and taking into account the Stress 
Concentration Factors (SCF) of the various parts of the vessel (welds, nozzles, etc.) 
as shown in figure 5. Location characterization tests carried out to analyze and 
improve location algorithms. 

• Development of advanced event detection and data qualification techniques [2]. 
• Development of advanced location determination calculations using waveform based 

acoustic emission analysis, frequency filtering and wavemode extraction. 
• Development of Time-Frequency Analysis techniques to differentiate embedded AE 

sources from external noise [10]. 
• Performing Field test work on petroleum vessels to and improve the procedures and 

software.  
 
As can be seen from the above work, this undertaking represents one of the largest and 
most comprehensive AE development efforts to date, bringing together these aspects into 
the AE system and software.  The work is now done with substantial accomplishments 
and exciting developments to be reported.  These are described further below in the 
following sections.    

Figure 5.   Failure Assessment Diagram (FAD) showing 
Level II, API Analysis of crack-like flaws 
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1. Accurate Source Location 

Accurate source location requires the application of a series of very important processes, 
including; accurate detection and processing of AE signals, extraction of critical timing 
features and assignment of their “correct” propagation velocity, event detection and 
grouping of AE signals to form an accurate “event record”, and application of the 
appropriate location algorithm.  This project has focused on each of these components in 
terms of pre-test analysis and setup to assure the best up-front test conditions, as well as 
carrying out the in-test (and post-test) location determination processes and verifications.  
 
PERFPAC software has been developed, based on the theoretical efforts described above 
with dispersion relations and source waveform prediction.  The software provides the user 
with insight into the propagation of AE signals within the structure being analyzed (e.g. 
vessel or piping) and aid in the selection of AE sensors, frequency filtering and wave 
velocity determination, for optimum signal detection and accurate location of AE sources.  
Many variables are acting on AE signals that affect their propagation from the source.  This 
theoretical approach has been integrated to aid in understanding these effects and guide the 
practitioner into the proper AE system configuration for optimum AE performance.   
 
There are several important tools available within the dispersion relations and source 
waveform prediction utilities to assist in analyzing and visualizing the propagation of AE 
signals within the structure being analyzed.  First, there is a very versatile Dispersion Curve 
generation capability (figure 1) that allows for a 3-dimensional presentation of data.  
Second, there is a “best velocity” analysis (figure 2), which provides the user with a 
theoretical velocity value to use based on a selected frequency range of analysis.  This helps 
in determining the appropriate velocity to use for accurate source location calculations in 
the presence of multiple wave modes in a structure, each propagating at a different 
frequency.  Third, there is a source waveform prediction capability (figure 3) which shows 
the user the resultant waveform based on defect type, source height in the structure, source 
distance and sensor selection.  This is useful in determining the best AE sensor to select for 
the detection of a specific type of defect. 
 
By using these integrated utilities, many aspects regarding setting up of the AE system and 
signal processing prior to a test can be carried out by the program.  The user can determine 
the most appropriate AE sensor, frequency response, and the dominant velocity that might 
be appropriate to select for the location algorithm.  Three other aspects of “accurate source 
location” have also been investigated and improved in this project.  These include, 
“Extraction of critical timing features”, “Event detection and grouping algorithms” and 
“source location algorithms”.    
 
Various timing features are being investigated in this work.  A “Timing feature” (also 
known as “time of arrival”) is the determination of the accurate time of arrival of that 
waveform (AE signal) from the source.  Along with a timing feature, it is also important to 
know a wave velocity, since it may be related to one or more wave modes or frequencies.   
The resultant software allows the extraction of one or more accurate timing features from 
each AE sensor for a given event.  Various timing features including; first arrival, peak 
analysis, band-limited analysis and user selectable have been implemented into the location 
analysis software.      
  
Event detection and grouping of AE data (hits) to form an event is also a very important 
consideration in this work.  In actual testing on a vessel, there are many noise sources 
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which may be emitting at the same time as a defect event and there is also the possibility of 
receiving overlapping events.  It is important to carefully apply event detection and 
grouping algorithms to make sure that each received AE “hit” is part of a given event.  This 
has been accomplished by studying various aspects of AE sensor setup, their distance and 
timing relationships, attenuation and propagation characteristics, and implementing one or 
more event qualification checks to eliminate errant AE sensor arrivals, in order that the data 
presented to the location algorithm is correct.  
 
The last important aspect of accurate source location involves the selection and 
implementation of the source location algorithm.  Various source location algorithms have 
been investigated in this project with an “over-determination” location method being 
selected, allowing more than the minimum number of AE arrivals to be analyzed in order to 
improve location accuracy.  This is important since it allows an averaging and minimizing 
of any error due to one or more erroneous data points.   

2. Reliable Source Determination and Discrimination 

The purpose of integrating source determination and discrimination techniques into the 
advanced software is twofold.  First, it provides for the separation of noise sources from 
actual defect signals and secondly, it provides for the identification (or classification) of 
different types of defect sources.  This includes the ability of classifying a given waveform 
into one of 5 sources including; an “out-of-plane noise source”, “surface source”, 
“embedded source”, “through wall oriented crack” or “unclassified”.  Separating noise 
sources from actual defect signals assures that the Fitness for Service (FFS) algorithms will 
only be applied on actual defects, leading to more accurate information about each signal 
received from the AE examination.  The source determination/discrimination software 
operates in the following way.  First, a “Time-frequency” analysis (Spectrogram) is 
performed on each received AE waveform (event only need the first hit sensor).  

 

Figure 6.  Source Determination and Discrimination screen 
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The resulting Time Frequency plot looks somewhat like the original dispersion curves as 
shown in figure 1, but much more noisy.  Next, since the vessel material and thickness is 
known, the actual dispersion curves can be determined.  These are superimposed on the 
Spectrogram as shown on the lower right graph in figure 6.  At this point, the software 
matches up the Spectrogram with the dispersion curve overlay, by shifting the curves in 
time and performing correlation analysis in order to get the best match.  Once this is 
completed, the arrivals of the first two wavemodes can be determined, yielding the distance 
from that source to the sensor.  In this way, the software can now know distance to the 
source with just one sensor.   Once source distance is known, the only variables that need to 
be determined are the source moment tensors.  Since the source moment tensors tell about 
the direction and type of source, we can now identify the source.  Of course the AE 
waveform signal level and noise operate against a perfect match, so there needs to be some 
extra processing in order to make the best match with the results in the midst of noise.  A 
solution matrix and “badness of fit” (opposite of correlation) table, as shown in figure 7 is 
generated for each AE waveform.   

The software can operate on this data to come up with a classifier output of one of 5 
possibilities as described above.   This analysis can be performed on a step-by-step, user 
interactive basis or can be carried out automatically without the need of support graphs.  
The end result is that each AE event or non-event hits can be classified as either Noise, 
surface source, embedded source, through-wall oriented source, or unclassified.  This data 
can now be brought to the Fitness-For-Service algorithms for evaluation of only the defects.  

3. Acoustic Emission Based Fitness For Service (FFS)  

With the above AE work being carried out to detect, process, locate and classify AE 
signals, the next step in the analysis process is to determine the severity of these received 
AE sources and determine how they affect the overall quality and structural integrity of the 

Figure 7.   Source Determination/Discrimination Solutions Matrix 
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vessel.  This is the overall purpose of the “Fitness-for-Service” (FFS) part of the project 
work.  It effectively closes the loop and provides a quantitative AE inspection result. 
    
Utilizing the theoretical and laboratory work referenced above in the introduction, AE 
based Fitness for Service software has been integrated into the PERFPAC software.  The 
FFS program intention is to provide both “pre-test” analysis and setup support as well as 
“post-test” FFS analysis results based on Level II, American Petroleum Institute (API), 
analysis of “crack-like flaws”.   
 
In pre-test assessment, the operator is able to view a map of the “minimum detectable 
defect size” (figure 4), based on the placement and separation of AE sensors on the vessel, 
the vessel material, the type of defect to look for, the maximum operating pressure in the 
past 6 months, and the loading (pressurization) schedule planned.  This allows some 
flexibility in sensor and test setup to plan for the detection of a desirable minimum defect 
size.  A minimum detectable defect size map is provided to show the sensitivity of the AE 
system at different locations on the vessel (as shown in figure 4).  
 
Most of the information needed for the FFS analysis is already entered into the software as 
the user is setting up the AE system for the test or using the dispersion relation utilities.  
The vessel geometry is setup (dimensions and thickness) as part of the AE sensor setup 
process, weld lines and nozzles are setup and dimensioned providing information on the 
appropriate “Stress Concentration Factors” (SCF) in case an AE source falls along a nozzle 
weld or weldline.  In addition, important material properties are entered simply by selecting 
the appropriate material from the material database.     
 
The API-579 level II, crack-like flaw analysis is integrated into the PERFPAC software to 
evaluate the vessel’s “Fitness for Service”, based on the detected flaw(s).  If the vessel is fit 
for service, its safety margin is calculated and displayed using the Failure Assessment 
Diagram (FAD) technique (figure 5).   

4. AE Instrumentation and Guidelines  

The efforts detailed above, are improving on 
the science of the acoustic emission 
inspection process and providing more accurate 
and quantitative AE results.  In addition, 
another key goal of the project has been to 
improve further on Acoustic Emission 
systems hardware and software, in order to 
make AE easier and less costly to apply.  Also, it 
has been a goal to provide a new class of 
multi-channel, high performance, digital, 
waveform collection and processing AE systems.  
This is needed in order to perform the detailed 
analyses described in the previous sections.  This 
goal has been met with the development of the 
DiSP, AE system.  Figure 8 shows a DiSP 
system with 56 AE channels [1].  The DiSP 
uses multiple PCI/DSP- 4’s, “AE System on a PCI 
card”, to provide up to 56 AE, high performance 

Figure 8.  DiSP-56 Waveform Based  
AE System 
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channels inside one system enclosure.  The features of the system that make it conducive 
for this project includes, its fully digital design, with 16 bit, 10 Mega-Samples/second A/D 
waveform acquisition rate, its on-board digital signal processor for processing data at very 
high speeds, and “real time” filters for selecting the most desirable bandwidth for AE signal 
processing, all built upon PCI bus, for high speed data transfer to the analysis computer. 
This multiple digital signal processing system provides the necessary data acquisition and 
analysis performance which is needed for project success.  
 
The software for the system has been named, “PERFPAC” to denote its origins with the 
PERF sponsors and the PAC software base.  The “user-friendly” and powerful WINDOWS 
software is based on PAC’s AEwin software.  PERFPAC integrates all the AE system 
setup, pre-test analysis, acquisition, and post-test analysis functions into one program, 
incorporating all the features that have been described above.  The system and software will 
expect the user to be Level II certified in AE testing.  
 
In addition to the system and software, a comprehensive set of AE test guidelines and 
training materials are being developed.  These guidelines will provide all the necessary 
background in order to help the user understand all aspects of the test and to guide the user 
through all parts of the test, including instrumentation description and setup, software 
description, setup and operation, pre-test planning and analysis, physical setup of the test, 
data acquisition procedure and guidance, dismantling, data analysis and reporting 
requirements.   

5. Test Example 

The vessel, shown in figure 9, is a “Slug-Catcher”, 10.8 metres long, 4.5 metres diameter, 
and 35mm thick carbon steel [4].  In previous service it suffered hydrogen blistering on one 
side, also shown in figure 9 near the center of the vessel.  This vessel with known defect 
areas was used to verify the advanced capabilities of the PERFPAC system and software.  

 
Prior to defining the test set-up a number of actions are required, these include the analysis 
of expected wave-modes for the vessel using the “Plot RLQ” module, which supplies 
information regarding the propagation of wavemodes like that of figure 1.  An interesting 

Figure 9.  Slug Catcher vessel with NDT results showing areas of Hydrogen 
Blisters
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area to pick is the triple point, the point where the first 3 wavemodes intersect.  This is the 
propagation frequency where these wavemodes travel at the same velocity, a very nice 
frequency to select for accurate source location.  Another choice is to perform a velocity 
projection (figure 2) to find the actual and main velocities of propagation based on a 
selected frequency bandwidth. 
 
The vessel was pressurized, recording waveforms in addition to feature and time based 
data.  The feature data is shown in figure 10, at 264 PSI, pressurisation was stopped to try 
and stop a small leak at the large man-way, this was not possible, so the test was 
terminated. At this point thirty three thousand hits had been recorded, twenty thousand 
waveforms (these were being recorded above a higher threshold), and nearly seven hundred 
event locations identified, a total of ~1.3 gigabytes of data (98% waveforms). 

The recent maximum pressure for the vessel was 130 psi, although in service the vessel 
usually operated at much lower pressures, even though design pressure was 300 PSI. 
Emissions were located from many areas of the vessel, including the damaged area 
monitored by three different three sets of AE sensors. In this area the R6I array located the 
most events (as predicted from the dispersion curve analysis). The most active area on the 
vessel was near to sensor 10, which became active early on and continued to emit at 
increasing rates throughout the test. Although there are locations in the area, see figure 11, 
the source was not concentrated. Analysis of waveforms from channel 10 showed activity 
characteristic of acoustic emission, originating within 300mm. 
 

Figure 10.  AE feature graphs from Slug  Catcher test 
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Located signals from the hydrogen blistered area were also examined, figure 6 shows the 
waveforms received at three R6I sensors from the same emission, their computed source 
position, the Spectrogram, and the source-receiver distance calculated using the waveform 
received at the nearest sensor. All the data correlated well. The higher frequency WDI 
sensors did not locate any emissions, although individual sensors did detect them, as 
insufficient high frequency energy travelled across the damaged area for the WDI to detect. 
The waveforms received by the other sensor set of R15I’s were heavily distorted by 
travelling across the damaged area. 
 
Finally, the PERFPAC source discrimination was applied to find the depth and tensor 
direction of a source, similar to that shown in figure 10, indicating a likely near surface 
horizontal tensor being the most likely cause. This might be expected in the case of 
hydrogen blisters, it is of course exceedingly difficult to correlate this information due to 
the limitations of conventional NDT and the difficulty of making multiple micro-sections 
from material taken from the area. 

6. Summary 

In summary, much progress has been made on this project to date in each of the four area’s 
including; development of more accurate source location techniques, determination and use 
of reliable source discrimination techniques, implementation of quantitative AE-fracture 
mechanics and fitness for service, and integration of these developments into a high speed, 
cost effective AE system with experienced based, user friendly operator software and full 
testing guidelines and procedures.  The effort has involved, theoretical and laboratory work, 
field testing as well as system hardware and software development work.  The project team 
is comprised of vessel owners and AE field test companies who are working for a better, 
more efficient and accurate NDT test method, AE vendors who are advancing the state-of-

Figure 11.   Planar location of vessel sources recorded during pressurisation. 
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the-art of acoustic emission, and university professors who have helped turn complex 
theoretical knowledge into practical useful technology.    
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